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Moneysmart for teachers


Lesson plans

Free, curriculum-aligned lesson plans in financial literacy

Page reading time: 1 minute
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In collaboration with ACARA and aligned to the Australian Curriculum Version 9.0, Moneysmart's lesson plans are engaging activities that bring everyday financial topics into the classroom.

Use these plans as a one-off lesson, or as part of a unit of work. Choose by year groups or by theme. There is plenty of flexibility to modify and extend activities to suit your students, your school, and your community.

Lower Primary: Understanding Australian Coins - Students learn about Australian coins, their features, and their value.

Middle Primary: Let's party! - Students learn about needs and wants, while budgeting for a birthday party.

Upper Primary: Buy me! - Students learn how advertising can influence consumers.

Upper Primary: Owning a pet - Students learn about pet ownership in Australia and the cost of buying and keeping a pet.

Secondary: Moving out of home - This lesson explores costs and responsibilities associated with moving out of home and setting up living arrangements. 

Upper Secondary: Understanding compound interest - Students learn how compound interest works and why saving now can help you later.

Upper Secondary: Different ways to pay - Students learn about the pros and cons of various payment options, what happens to their money, different consumer products and where to go for more information.

Upper Secondary: The cost of cars - Students learn about car ownership in Australia and the real cost of buying and running a car.

Senior Secondary: How to spot a scam - Students learn how scams work and how to avoid them. 

Senior Secondary: Investing - This lesson explores what investing is, different types of investments and their risks, how to invest safely and where to begin.
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Your feedback relates to:
Please select...
Webpage Content
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You would like to:
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Report an Error
Comment on a Webpage
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Your issue is:
Please select...
You don't understand the calculator result
You believe the calculator is incorrect
The calculator/tool does not work (eg technical issue)
You want to provide general feedback/suggestions





	
Calculator disclaimers and assumptions can be found under each calculator. Refer to these for more detailed information about how a specific calculator works.


	
Calculator frequently asked questions can be found under most calculators. Refer to these for more information.








The links below provide more information on complaints and reporting scams:

	Complain about a financial product or service
	Report a scam
	Report misconduct to ASIC






We don't lend money, arrange loans or provide personal financial advice.

If you are experiencing difficulties with money, the following pages can help:

	Urgent help with money
	No or low interest loans
	Problems paying your bills or fines
	Problems paying your mortgage
	Find a financial counsellor
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Up next in Moneysmart for teachers

	

Teaching consumer and financial literacy

A guide to creating lesson plans about money

5 min read
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